
Walking On The Moon         Police 

Hear this song at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPwMdZOlPo8&feature=av2n (play along in this key) 

From:  Richard G’s Ukulele Songbook   www.scorpexuke.com 

Intro                                                   Dm7          Bbadd9   C7       Dm7             Bbadd9      C7 

Riff under intro and verse:  C|002-------2540-----------------002---------2540-------------------002 

[Dm7] Giant steps are what you take [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] I hope my legs don’t break [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] We could walk for ever [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] We could live together 

[Bbadd9] Walking on [C7] walking on the [Dm7] moon [Bbadd9] [C7] 

[Dm7] [Bbadd9] [C7] 

[Dm7] Walking back from your house [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] Walking back from your house [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] Feet they hardly touch the ground 

[Bbadd9] Walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] My feet don’t hardly make no sound 

[Bbadd9] Walking on [C7] walking on the [Bb] moon [Bb] 

[Bb] Some may [F] say 

[C] I’m wishing my [Gm] days a[Bb]way no [F] way 

[C] And if it’s the [Gm] price I [Bb] pay some [F] say 

[C] Tomorrow’s an[Gm]other [Bb] day you’ll [F] stay I [C] may as well play 

Repeat Intro 

[Dm7] Giant steps are what you take [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] I hope my legs don’t break [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] We could walk for ever [Bbadd9] walking on the [C7] moon 

[Dm7] We could live together 

[Bbadd9] Walking on [C7] walking on the [Bb] moon [Bb] 

[Bb] Some may [F] say [C] I’m wishing my [Gm] days a[Bb]way no [F] way 

[C] And if it’s the [Gm] price I [Bb] pay some [F] say 

[C] Tomorrow’s an[Gm]other [Bb] day you’ll [F] stay I [C] may as well play 

Repeat Intro 

 

In the verses, Dm can be substituted for 

Dm7, Bb for Bbadd9 and C for C7. 


